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Social democracy (RationalWiki)

the state needs to provide security 

and equality of opportunity for its people

should actively reorder society in a way that is 

conducive to such developments

such changes should be brought about 

gradually, legitimated by a democratically-

elected majority

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/State
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Equality
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Society
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Democratic


Achievements Challenges

Society Technology as a catalys of society 

revolution (inspired by Arab sping)

People are moving away from 

humanity and closer to 

digitalization

Involvement of all generations 

(population is ageing)

Technology E-voting (transparency, efficiency)

Face recognition documents

E-commerce (threat of free 

market)

Cyber security

Environment Smart cities (environmental friendly 

cities)

Urbanization

Climate change (migration)

Economics Digital banks (NEO  banks)

Innovation in industry

Redefinition of jobs

Cut of (traditional) jobs

Hacking of systems

Politics Online campaigns (less costs, less 

corruption)

Application for different 

government services (more 

accountability, more public 

Influence by the third parties (E.x 

China, Russia, populist forces)

Shell methodology: Scenarios 



The challenge

 (Un)Employement 

 Due to technology, there will be a redefinition of the job 

market.

 Unemployment will impact the economy, causing social threats such as social 

isolation, atrophying of work skills, erosion of confidence and self esteem.



Our idea (1)

Online platform about soft skills (website and app)

 Training people to improve/boost their abilities.

 Target group: students, young professionals, unemployed from a 

vulnerable background

 Free access/bonuses/discounts.

2E-Collab



Our idea (2)

 Governenment platform to be managed by employment offices, 

enhanced by private stakeholders.

 Connect trainers with people seeking to improve their soft skills.

 Private parties can offer spaces, funds, human resources, in return of tax 

cuts (for example).



Our idea (3)

Steps of implementation:

 Division of responsibilities between governmental actors and 
third actors (businesses, NGOs)

 Creating the network of service providers (Trainers, businesses, 
NGOs)

 Launching of the platform: pilot in a municipality



Expectations

 A better trained workforce

 Improvement of soft skills

 Better orientation towards labour market

 Inclusion and equal opportunities for vulnerable groups

 Businesses get actively involved in the process of training 

people and can subsequently offer job opportunities

 Reduction the gap between university (education) and 

employment 



Thank you!

Questions?


